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ABSTRACT
NONPREHENSILE ROBOTIC THROWING MANIPULATION OF A DISK- SHAPED
OBJECT WITH A DISK-SHAPED END EFFECTOR
Sujithkumar Pasupuleti, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Ji-Chul Ryu, Director
Robots are mechatronic systems, widely being used in streams of engineering, medicine
and entertainment. Especially in mechanical industries, robots are extensively used in material
handling, welding and painting units. However, the available robotic mechanisms may not be
efficient in handling materials when they are too large to grasp with grippers. In this case, use of
nonprehensile manipulation could offer better results. In this thesis, nonprehensile throwing
manipulation of a disk-shaped object with a disk-shaped end effector is presented. The end effector
is attached to a two-link robotic manipulator arm. The throwing motion is proposed in such a way
that the manipulator translates from its initial position to release position where the object is thrown
with a desired initial velocity to reach the goal position following a projectile motion. To achieve
the objective, Euler-Lagrange equations are used to derive the equations of motion to control the
joints of the manipulator. Also, a control strategy for throwing is developed in which inverse
dynamics approach is considered to derive the feedback control. Simulational results using
MATLAB are presented along with an animation to visualize the performed task. Future research
on this work includes consideration of target orientation of the object and experimental validation
of the proposed throwing motion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays automation is an emerging field. When it comes to applications related to the
fields such as industries, medicine and entertainment, automation has become an indispensable
tool. However, implementing automation for all tasks would be costly, as we cannot assign
multiple tasks to a single designed system. Even with this constrained scenario, most of the
conventional robots are being used in industries. These are commonly equipped with grippers and
therefore they can be used to do only a limited amount of work. For instance, Figure 1 shows the
conventional robot with grippers. Now if the rectangular box manipulated by the robot in Figure
1 changes with its specifications in terms of size and shape, we might need to change the gripper,
which would be an issue again. Therefore, in order to minimize the changes needed for the system
handling multiple sizes or shapes, making the system work without grippers could be a possible
solution. One design method available is nonprehensile manipulation.

Figure 1. Material handling robot trying to pick and place rectangular boxes. (Source:
http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photo-g/14532-2362307.jpg)
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1.1 Motivation
In the recent generation, increased assistance through automation is one of the up and
coming trends being followed in many industries. This is the reason many ideas will continue to
emerge in the field of automation to accomplish a task in a smarter and safer way. One such idea
of accomplishing many tasks with a single mechanism gave a path for the concept of nonprehensile
motion. This method eliminates the gripping, which is used as the basic mechanism in many of the
conventional robots being used in various industries. Being from a family with farming as the
occupation, I always desired to finish the task in a smarter way. I always questioned myself about
the ways the object can be manipulated from a point to its destination. These questions fascinated
and inspired me to take part in this project on nonprehensile manipulation.
Extensive research has been conducted on finding out the ways of manipulation in recent
years. The idea of manipulating objects by pushing, rolling, pulling, or balancing is gaining
importance. The motivation for this work originated from the idea of balancing the disk-on-disk
system in a defined space. Using this system, in this study we designed a two-link manipulator to
achieve throwing of a circular object to a predefined goal position. This idea primarily uses the
concepts of nonprehensile motion and eliminates the usage of grippers as used in the conventional
methods.
1.2 Nonprehensile Robotic Manipulation
A robot is an electro-mechanical device guided by a computer program. Robots typically
have a base, manipulator, controller, sensors and power supply to carry out specific functions.
There are several types of robots depending on the sector and the specified task. Their applications
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are priceless in mechanical and automotive industries. They are mainly involved in material
handling, welding, painting, sorting, packing and assembling. In general, almost all the robots are
equipped with grippers to manipulate the objects and to achieve stability while being manipulated,
but grasping has limited flexibility in manipulation. To overcome this issue, nonprehensile
manipulation is one of the best solutions to manipulate higher degree of freedom objects with low
degree of freedom robots. Figure 2 gives better idea of importance of nonprehensile manipulation.
For instance, Figure 2(a) and 2 (b) show the pick and place operation of the robot, handling a
circular ball of certain size. This is done by material handling gripping mechanism.

2 (a)

(c)

2 (b)

(d)

Figure 2. Robot with gripper as end effector. (a) Picking operation (b) Placing operation
(c) Picking of object with changed dimensions (d) Failure of gripper in picking. (Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yMhKW6Gfj8)
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Now, due to some changes in the requirement, a necessity has occurred to change the size
of the object. So, the object’s volume was increased by 75% of its original size as in Figure 2 (c).
Now, as shown in Figure 2(d) the mechanism used for lifting the ball failed to lift and do handling
operations as expected in all its possible orientations of the gripper. In fact, the body slips and
slides away from the gripper due to the excess size as shown in Figure 2 (d). The designed system
would have performed better without any failure if there were no such gripping methods involved
in this working process. One of the ways to eliminate grippers in manipulating the objects is nonprehensile manipulation.
Nonprehensile manipulation is defined as manipulating the objects without grasping them.
Because of its ability to roll, push, throw and catch any object of various sizes with elimination of
grippers, these nonprehensile robots can do quality work with fewer robots when compared to
conventional robots using the concept of gripping principle. There is lot of ongoing research on
this principle to develop various types of robots with underlying working principles of
nonprehensile motion to be used in the automation sector. However, as this is an emerging practice,
very few robots in industries have been adopted with this principle until now. Rapid advancements
in technology might emphasize increasing the usage of nonprehensile robots in the near future in
almost any sectors of automation.
1.4 Problem Statement
The goal is to develop a throwing strategy for disk-on-disk system on two-link manipulator
to throw the disk-shaped object to a given goal position. From Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), we can
clearly visualize the approach followed to achieve this goal. Initially we assume the manipulator’s
starting position as shown in Figure 3(a). Then we design a trajectory for end effector to follow in
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such a way that the object has the required velocity at the release position to reach the goal, which
is shown in Figure 3(b). After the object is thrown with initial velocity at release position, it follows
a simple projectile path to reach the goal position which is considered the peak point of the
projectile as shown in Figure 3(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. CAD model of the whole system. (a) Initial position of the manipulator (b) Release
position of manipulator (c) Throwing motion of object after release.
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1.3 Literature Review
Intense research is being done on nonprehensile throwing manipulation to start this study
and the list of the works relevant to this study are noted below.
Miyashita et al. [1] demonstrated the throwing manipulation approach of one revolute joint
robot. Iteration optimization control strategy is proposed to achieve throwing manipulation by
considering modelling error problems and actuator performance limits.
Pekarovskiy and Buss [2] explained a plan of throwing a rectangular box using a
manipulator with planar links and a nonprehensile flat end effector. The system considered in this
study has two degrees of freedom (DOF) and the concepts introduced in this paper explain
controlling of six different possible positions obtained by various possible trajectories. The optimal
trajectory is finalized out of all the positions. Similar concepts are used in this study with change
in the end effector shape.
Mori et al. [3] developed a planar ball-throwing robot with one degree of freedom. The
fingerlink and finger-tip contact models are used to obtain the throwing motion. In addition,
control of variables such as velocity, angular velocity and direction had been employed to this
system which resulted in independent control on variables. This paper gives brief knowledge on
working with the variables at the origin and target points.
Lynch and Mason [4] showed that the two degree of freedom robot can control any planar
object with point contact. They also showed the controllability of planar objects by using slipping
and rolling with simple one joint manipulator. This paper is a good source for analyzing the
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concepts of nonprehensile manipulation. A part of these concepts with extended objectives is done
in this study.
Ryu et al. [5] showed the feedback stabilization control of a nonprehensile rolling
manipulation for a disk-on-disk system. They balanced upper disk on lower disk at upright position
while the lower disk spins. This paper is the main input for my study to use disk-shaped hand and
object.
Lynch and Mason [6] presented an approach for a variety of dynamic works by developing
an open loop control. They successfully implemented this approach with a real one degree of
freedom robot system and performed several experiments to achieve different tasks including
snatch, throw and roll. They considered polygonal object for manipulation which includes
geometrical specifications like center of mass and radius of gyration. They used fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method for simulations of the object while rolling. This work gives the brief idea
about dynamic equations in nonprehensile manipulation, which is used in our study.
Zumel and Erdmann [7] presented an initial analysis of nonprehensile orientation of planar
objects using two low-friction palms joined together with a hinge. They developed a method for
reorientation of parts using their model. They found allowable paths for object in the palms using
space of equivalent state configurations in their method. They verified their approach using both
simulations and experiments and achieved feasible results. This work gives the brief idea of
balancing an object on palms during manipulation. In our study we are going to manipulate circular
object on circular disk, which is similar to balancing of object in this paper.

2. THE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
To achieve the objective of throwing in this study, it is very important to have better
knowledge of the system. Especially kinematics and dynamics of the system should be designed
properly to reach this objective. Therefore, in this chapter we designed a manipulator system and
clearly explained the kinematics and dynamics involved in the system to achieve the objective.
2.1 System Overview
This study is to develop a throwing strategy to throw the circular object using
nonprehensile manipulation. To start this study, a two-link planar manipulator with circular end
effector is designed to achieve the goal of throwing as shown in Figure 4.
𝑥2

𝑦2
𝑦0

𝑦1

𝜃ℎ
𝑙2

𝑙𝑐2
𝑙𝑐1

𝑙1

𝑞2

𝑞3
𝑥0

𝑥1

Joint 1
𝑞1

Joint 0

𝑥0

Figure 4: Manipulator system considered in this study.
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The following are the specifications of our manipulator system:
𝑙1 : Length of the first link
𝑙2 : Length of the second link
𝑙𝑐1 : Distance between joint 0 and the center of mass of first link
𝑙𝑐2 : Distance between joint 1 and the center of mass of second link
𝑟ℎ : Radius of the circular end effector
𝑟𝑜 : Radius of the object disk
2.2 Kinematics of the System
The robotic manipulator system in this study has two links, a circular end effector, referred
to as the hand and the object connected together with revolute joints as shown in Figure 4. Here,
𝑞𝑖 is the angle between the coordinate axis and the link.
Since the system consists of different linkages, a local coordinate frame is attached to each
link at the joint to perform kinematic analysis. The frame 𝑂0 𝑥0 𝑦0 attached to the base is the world
coordinate frame.
𝑞1 is the angle between the first link and the world coordinate axis and 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 are the
relative angles measured from previous link. The position of joint 1 is given by (𝑙1 cos 𝑞1, 𝑙1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑞1 ).
Similarly, the joint between the second link and the hand (end effector) is given by (𝑙1 cos𝑞1 +
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ) , 𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )), which is also the center of hand(𝑥ℎ , 𝑦ℎ ). The
orientation of the hand 𝜃ℎ is measured with respect to the world coordinate frame as shown in
Figure 4. Therefore, it can be represented in terms of the relative coordinates such that
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𝜃ℎ = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3
As we mentioned in the objective of this study, we are throwing the circular object using
the circular end effector. Therefore, the kinematics of the object with respect to the hand is also
required to develop an approach. Hence the kinematic relation between the object and the hand is
considered from disk-on-disk setup [5] as:
𝑥𝑜 = 𝑥ℎ − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
)
𝑟ℎ

𝑦𝑜 = 𝑦ℎ + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
)
𝑟ℎ

where 𝑥𝑜 and 𝑦𝑜 are the x and y coordinates of the object’s center and 𝑠ℎ is the arc length parameter,
which parameterizes the curve of hand as shown in Figure 5. Here the arc of hand is the part of
total circumference of the hand and the arc length gives the distance along the hand curve. 𝑠𝑜 is
the arc length parameter of the object, but 𝑠ℎ is going to be only used throughout this thesis because
𝑠ℎ = 𝑠𝑜 under no slip condition.

Figure 5: Disk-on-disk system showing the parameter 𝑠ℎ .
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2.2 Inverse Kinematics
In any robotic system, if we want to move the end effector from point A to point B, we
have to calculate the joint variables of the manipulator in terms of end effector position. This is
called inverse kinematics. Using the position of hand, the inverse kinematics of the system is
given as follows:
Consider Figure 4. Using the law of cosines we found the angle 𝑞2 as

cos(𝑞2 ) =

𝑥ℎ2 + 𝑦ℎ2 − 𝑙1 2 − 𝑙2 2
=𝐷
2𝑙1 𝑙2

where 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 are lengths of link 1 and link 2, respectively.
Now, the joint angle 𝑞2 is given by
𝑞2 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(√(1 − 𝐷2 /𝐷).
Consequently, the joint angle 𝑞1 is given by
𝑞1 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (

𝑦ℎ
𝑙2 sin 𝑞2
) − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(
)
𝑥ℎ
𝑙1 + 𝑙2 cos 𝑞2

Throughout this study we assume no rotation of the hand disk with respect to the world
frame, thus 𝜃ℎ = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 = 0. To achieve this, the relative joint angle 𝑞3 must be
𝑞3 = −𝑞1 − 𝑞2
2.3 Equations of Motion
In this section we derive the equations of motion which will be used for the design of
control law. The control law will be designed such that the manipulator follows preplanned
trajectories. We use Euler-Lagrange equations [8] for the derivation. The resultant of equation of
motion in matrix form is given by
𝑀(𝑞) 𝑞̈ + 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) 𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝛵
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where M is the inertia matrix, B is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, 𝑔 is gravity
vector and T is the joint torques.
The elements of matrix 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) is given by [8]
𝑛

𝑏𝑘𝑗 = ∑
𝑖=1

1 𝜕𝑚𝑘𝑗 𝜕𝑚𝑘𝑖 𝜕𝑚𝑖𝑗
{
+
+
} 𝑞̇ 𝑖
2 𝜕𝑞𝑖
𝜕𝑞𝑗
𝜕𝑞𝑘

To determine the Euler-Lagrange equations, the first step is to determine the Lagrangian
of the system, L=T-V, where T denotes the total kinetic energy and V the total potential energy.
Moreover, the total kinetic energy is the combination of translational and rotational kinetic
energies.
The total translational kinetic energy of the system is the sum of translational kinetic
energies of link1, link 2, the hand and the motors at the joints. As shown in Figure 4, 𝑞𝑖 represents
joint angle, 𝑚𝑖 represents the mass of link 𝑖, 𝑙𝑖 represents the length of link 𝑖, lci represents the
distance between previous joint and the center of mass of link 𝑖 and 𝐼𝑖 represents the moment of
inertia of link 𝑖 about an axis perpendicular to the link. To describe any configuration of the system,
only four coordinates are sufficient
𝑞 = [𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 , 𝑠ℎ ]𝑇
The total translational kinetic energy is derived as follows:
The velocity of the center of mass of link 1, 𝑣𝑐1 , is given by
𝑣𝑐1 =𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 is
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𝐽𝑣𝑐1

−𝑙𝑐1 sin(𝑞1 )
𝑙 cos(𝑞1 )
= [ 𝑐1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0

Now the velocity of motor 2, 𝑣1 , at the joint between link 1 and link 2 is
𝑣1 =𝐽𝑣1 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣1 is

𝐽𝑣1

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 )
𝑙 cos(𝑞1 )
=[ 1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0

The velocity of link 2,𝑣𝐶2 , is
𝑣𝑐2 =𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 is

𝐽𝑣𝑐2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙𝑐2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ) − sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙𝑐2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ) 𝑙𝑐2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

The velocity of motor 3, which is at the joint between link 2 and the hand ( 𝑣2 ) is
𝑣2 =𝐽𝑣2 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣2 is

𝐽𝑣2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

− 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0
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The velocity of hand, 𝑣2 , is
𝑣2 =𝐽𝑣2 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣2 is

𝐽𝑣2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

− 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0]
0
0

Now the velocity of object is given by
𝑥̇ 𝑜 = 𝑥̇ ℎ − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
𝑠̇ℎ
) (𝜃̇ℎ + )
𝑟ℎ
𝑟ℎ

𝑦̇𝑜 = 𝑦̇ ℎ − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
𝑠̇ℎ
) (𝜃̇ℎ + )
𝑟ℎ
𝑟ℎ

The velocity of object 𝑣3 is
𝑣3 =𝐽𝑣3 𝑞̇
where the Jacobian matrix 𝐽𝑣3 is
𝐽𝑣3 = 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝐽𝑜𝑝

𝐽𝑣2

−𝑙1 sin(𝑞1 ) − 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
= [ 𝑙1 cos(𝑞1 ) + 𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

− 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑙2 cos(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
0
0

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) sin 𝜂2

0

0

0

𝐽𝑜𝑝 =

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2

[

(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 )𝜂2
𝑟ℎ
(𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos 𝜂2
𝑟ℎ
]
0
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𝑠

Here, 𝜂2 = (𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 + 𝑟ℎ ), used for simplification. In order to simplify the matrix, here
ℎ

𝑠

(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 + 𝑞3 + 𝑟ℎ ) is considered as 𝜂2 .
ℎ

Hence, the total translational kinetic energy can be written as
1

T = 2 {𝑚1 𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝑣1 𝑇 𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝑣2 𝑇 𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝑣2 𝑇 𝑣2 + 𝑀𝑜 𝑣3 𝑇 𝑣3 } =
1
2

𝑞 𝑇̇ {𝑚1 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝐽𝑣1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀𝑜 𝐽𝑣3 𝑇 𝐽𝑣3 } 𝑞̇

where
𝑞1̇
𝑞̇ 2
𝑞̇ = [ ]
𝑞̇ 3
𝑠ℎ
𝑚1 = Mass of the second link
𝑀2 = Mass of the motor 2
𝑚2 = Mass of the second link
𝑀3 = Mass of the motor 3
𝑀ℎ = Mass of the hand
𝑀0 = Mass of the Object
For rotational kinetic energy calculations, the angular velocity terms are derived and expressed in
the world frame as follows:

The angular velocity of link 1 is given by
𝜔1 = 𝑞̇ 1 𝑘̂
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where 𝑘̂ represents the unit vector in the direction of the axis of rotation of the link.
The angular velocity of link 2 is given by
𝜔2 = (𝑞̇ 1 + 𝑞̇ 2 )𝑘̂
The angular velocity of hand is given by
𝜔3 = (𝑞̇ 1 + 𝑞̇ 2 + 𝑞̇ 3 )𝑘̂
The angular velocity of object is given by
𝜔4 = 𝜃𝑜 𝑘̂
where
𝜃𝑜 = 𝜃ℎ + 𝑘𝑟 /𝑠ℎ
Since all the above angular velocities aligned with z axes of each joint coordinate frame,
the rotational kinetic energy reduces to 𝐼𝑖 𝜔𝑖2 [8], where 𝐼𝑖 is the moment of inertia about an axis
which is at the center mass of link i. Hence the total rotational kinetic energy in terms of
generalized coordinates is
1 𝑇̇
𝑞 {𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼ℎ + 𝐼𝑜 } 𝑞̇
2
where
𝐼1
0
𝐼1 = [
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0

𝐼2
𝐼
𝐼2 = [ 2
0
0

𝐼2
𝐼2
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
]
0
0

𝐼ℎ
𝐼
𝐼ℎ = [ ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0

𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0

𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
𝐼ℎ
0

0
0
]
0
0
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1
1
𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑜 1
[𝑘𝑟

1
1
1
𝑘𝑟

1
1
1
𝑘𝑟

𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑟 2 ]

Here 𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , 𝐼ℎ and 𝐼𝑜 are moment of inertia of link 1, link 2, the hand disk and the object disk,
respectively, and 𝑘𝑟 represents the relative curvatures between the hand and the object given by
𝑘𝑟 =

𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜
𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜

Using the expressions for the total kinetic energy, the inertia matrix can be obtained as
𝑀(𝑞) = 𝑚1 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐1 + 𝑀2 𝐽𝑣1 𝑇 𝐽𝑣1 + 𝑚2 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣𝑐2 + 𝑀3 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 + 𝑀ℎ 𝐽𝑣2 𝑇 𝐽𝑣2 +
𝑀𝑜 𝐽𝑣3 𝑇 𝐽𝑣3 + 𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼ℎ + 𝐼𝑜
Next, we calculate the system’s total potential energy. Potential energy is its mass
multiplied by the gravitational force and height of its center of mass. In our system, the total
potential energy is calculated as the sum of potential energies of link 1, link 2, hand, object,
motor 2 and motor 3.
The potential energy of the link 1 is given by
𝑃1 = 𝑚1 𝑔 𝑙𝑐1 sin𝑞1
Similarly, the potential energy of motor 2 is given by
𝑃2 = 𝑀2 𝑔 𝑙1 sin𝑞1
And the potential energies of link 2, motor 3, hand and object are given as 𝑃3 , 𝑃4 , 𝑃5 and 𝑃6
respectively as follows:
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𝑃3 = 𝑚2 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙𝑐2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 )
𝑃4 = 𝑀3 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ))
𝑃5 = 𝑀ℎ 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ))
𝑠

𝑃6 = 𝑀𝑜 𝑔 (𝑙1 sin𝑞1 + 𝑙2 sin(𝑞1 + 𝑞2 ) + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜 ) cos(𝜃ℎ + 𝑟ℎ ))
ℎ

So the total potential energy of the system is given as
𝑃 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 + 𝑃3 + 𝑃4 + 𝑃5 + 𝑃6
Now the terms of gravity vector 𝑔𝑘 become

𝑔1 =

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑞1

𝑔2 =

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑞2

𝑔3 =

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝜃ℎ

𝑔4 =

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑠ℎ

Finally, the derived equation of motion in matrix form is
𝑀(𝑞) 𝑞̈ + 𝐵(𝑞, 𝑞̇ ) 𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝛵
𝑚11
𝑚21
where inertia matrix M is 𝑀 = [𝑚
31
𝑚41

𝑚12
𝑚22
𝑚32
𝑚42

𝑚13
𝑚23
𝑚33
𝑚43

𝑚14
𝑚24
𝑚34 ]
𝑚44
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The elements of inertia matrix M are as follows:
𝑚11 = 𝑚1 𝑙𝑐1 2 + 𝑚2 𝑙1 2 + 2𝑚2 𝑙𝑐2 𝑙1 cos(𝑞2 ) + 𝑚2 𝑙𝑐2 2 + 𝑙1 2 (𝑚ℎ + 𝑀3 )+2(𝑚ℎ +
𝑀3 )𝑙1 𝑙2 cos(𝑞2 ) + (𝑚ℎ + 𝑀3 )𝑙2 2 + 𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 2+2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑙1 cos(𝑞2 )+𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 2+𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2+2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 +𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟0 sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ +
𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟0 sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑀2 𝑙1 2 + 𝐼𝑛1 + 𝐼𝑛2 + 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0

𝑚12 = 𝑚21 = 𝑚2 𝑙1 𝑙𝑐2 cos(𝑞2 ) + 𝑚2 𝑙𝑐2 2 + (𝑚ℎ + 𝑀3 )𝑙2 𝑙1 cos(𝑞2 ) +
𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑙1 cos(𝑞2 )+𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 2+𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2+2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 +𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2-2𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) −
𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟0 sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟0 sin((𝑠ℎ +
𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝐼𝑛2 + 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0

𝑚13 = 𝑚31 = −𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜
+ 𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟0 sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟0 sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2
+ 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0

𝑚14 = 𝑚41 = −𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 +
2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 −𝑚𝑜 𝑙1 𝑟𝑜 sin((𝑞2 𝑟ℎ + 𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟𝑜 sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + (𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 +
𝑘𝑟 𝑟ℎ 𝐼0 )/𝑟ℎ

𝑚22 = 𝑚2 𝑙𝑐2 2 + (𝑚ℎ + 𝑀3 )𝑙2 2 + 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 2 − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) − 2𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟𝑜 sin((𝑠ℎ +
𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 +𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝐼𝑛2 + 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0
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𝑚23 = 𝑚32 = −𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟𝑜 sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /
𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0
𝑚24 = 𝑚42 = −𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟ℎ sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /𝑟ℎ ) + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 − 𝑚𝑜 𝑙2 𝑟𝑜 sin((𝑠ℎ + 𝑞3 𝑟ℎ ) /
𝑟ℎ ) + (𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝑘𝑟 𝑟ℎ 𝐼0 )/𝑟ℎ
𝑚33 = 𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝐼𝑛3 + 𝐼0
𝑚34 = 𝑚43 = (𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝐼0 𝑘𝑟 𝑟ℎ )/ 𝑟ℎ
𝑚44 = (𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 2 + 2𝑚𝑜 𝑟ℎ 𝑟𝑜 + 𝑚𝑜 𝑟𝑜 2 + 𝐼0 𝑘𝑟 2 𝑟ℎ 2 )/𝑟ℎ 2
The Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix is
𝑏11
𝑏21
𝐵=[
𝑏31
𝑏41

𝑏12
𝑏22
𝑏32
𝑏42

𝑏13
𝑏23
𝑏33
𝑏43

𝑏14
𝑏24
]
𝑏34
𝑏44

These elements of matrix B are not included here, due to its lengthy expressions.
However, these are presented in the MATLAB code provided in Appendix C.
Finally, by substituting all the derived inertia and Coriolis and centrifugal force matrices
in Euler-Lagrange equations, the dynamical equations of the system were developed.

3. THROWING MOTION CONTROL
This chapter explains the approach we propose for throwing strategy. The different stages
and phases of approach are clearly explained figuratively. The designing of feedback control is
also an important step in any robotics study to achieve desired goals. In this study we implemented
the inverse dynamics approach to design feedback for the system, which is explained clearly in the
following sections.
3.1 Approach
The throwing process is divided into two phases. The first phase deals with trajectory
following the manipulator from the initial position to the release position. The trajectory is
designed in such a way that the object will be released at a desired release position with required
initial velocity to reach the given goal position. The second phase involves the free flight of the
object after being thrown at the release position. The object follows the projectile motion trajectory
with the initial velocity. In this second phase the object moves with required initial velocity which
was generated by the manipulator motion in the first phase. Since we proposed the approach such
that the peak of the projectile motion falls at the target position, the design of phase 1 is closely
related to phase 2. These two phases are explained in more detail in the following sections.Figure
6 shows the brief idea of the phases and approach worked in this study.
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Figure 6. Flow chart showing the approach 1.
As mentioned earlier, a throwing strategy is proposed for a given goal position, so this
study starts inversely from the second phase. Necessary release position and velocity need to be
calculated based on the given goal position.
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3.1.1 Phase 2
The second phase involves the motion of object thrown at release position. In this phase,
the object is in free flight which follows the projectile motion trajectory to reach the goal position
as shown in Figures 7 (b) and 8. As we mentioned in the objective, we develop a throwing strategy
based on a given goal position. In this approach, we assume that the goal position is at the peak
point of the projectile which is followed by the object.
Based on the goal position and projectile motion equations, the release position and the
velocity required for the object to reach the goal positon are calculated. The schematic of the
second phase is shown in Figure 7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Approach followed during phase 2. (a) CAD model showing the idea of phase 2 (b)
Object’s free flight during phase 2.
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Figure 8: Free flight of object during phase 2.
The mathematical calculations of release position, initial velocity and time of travel of the
object are explained as follows:
To start the calculations, we have two known parameters which are x and y coordinates of
the goal position. Based on the given goal position, the release position (𝑥𝑜𝑟 , 𝑦𝑜𝑟 ) and the release
velocity (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 and (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑦 in the x and y directions will be determined as well as travel time to
reach the goal. To throw the object, we constrained y-coordinate of release position in such a
way that it is always in positive coordinate axis. This is given as
𝑦𝑜𝑟 > 0
𝑦𝑜𝑡 − 𝑑𝑦 > 0
Using projectile motion equation in y direction at peak of projectile, 𝑑𝑦 is given by
1
𝑑𝑦 = ( ) 𝑔𝑡 2
2
Then the relation (1) reduces to

(1)
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1

𝑦𝑜𝑡 − (2) 𝑔𝑡 2 > 0
𝑡 < √(2 𝑦𝑜𝑡 )/𝑔

(2)

where 𝑦𝑜𝑟 represents the y-coordinate of object’s release position, 𝑦𝑜𝑡 represents the y-coordinate
of object’s target position, 𝑑𝑦 represents the distance between release and target positions in ydirection and 𝑔 represents the gravitational acceleration.From the relation (2) we can choose the
time (t) for the object to reach the goal position.
Similarly, x- coordinate of release position should be less than the total length of the
manipulator, which yields
𝑥𝑜𝑟 < 𝑙1 + 𝑙2

(3)

where 𝑥𝑜𝑟 is the x-coordinate of the release position,
𝑙1 is the length of link 1,
𝑙2 is the length of link 2.
The above constraint is reduced to
(𝑥𝑜𝑟 − 𝑥𝑜𝑡 ) < (𝑙1 + 𝑙2 − 𝑥𝑜𝑡 )

(4)

𝑑𝑥 < (𝑙1 + 𝑙2 − 𝑥𝑜𝑡 )
(𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 . 𝑡 < (𝑙1 + 𝑙2 − 𝑥𝑜𝑡 )
(𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 < (𝑙1 + 𝑙2 − 𝑥𝑜𝑡 )/𝑡

(5)
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where (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 represents the release velocity of object in x direction, 𝑑𝑥 represents the distance
between release position and target position in x direction and t represents the time the object
takes to reach the target position.
From the above relation (5) we chose the value for (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 .
Now, as we consider the target position is at the peak of the projectile motion, the velocity
in the y direction is zero at the target. From this, we have the following relationship:
(𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑦 = √2 𝑔 𝑑𝑦

(6)

where (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑦 represents the release velocity of the object in y direction, 𝑑𝑦 represents the distance
between release and target positions in y direction and 𝑔 represents the gravitational force. We
also have the following projectile motion relationships to calculate the release conditions:
1

𝑑𝑦 = (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑦 𝑡 − (2) 𝑔 𝑡 2
𝑑𝑥 = (𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 𝑡

(7)
(8)

From all the above relations and conditions, release position, velocity and time required to reach
the target position are calculated.
Now we have the release position and release velocity of the object in our hand. Based on
the release position of the object, we are going to calculate the hand’s release position and initial
position. From the kinematics of disk-on-disk system as mentioned in Chapter 2, the relation
between positions of hand and object is given as
𝑥𝑜𝑟 = 𝑥ℎ𝑟 − (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜) sin (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
)
𝑟ℎ
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𝑦𝑜𝑟 = 𝑦ℎ𝑟 + (𝑟ℎ + 𝑟𝑜) cos (𝜃ℎ +

𝑠ℎ
)
𝑟ℎ

𝑠

Let us say(𝜃ℎ + 𝑟ℎ ) = 𝜂2 , where 𝜂2 represents the angle to the center of the object measured
ℎ

counterclockwise with respect to the y-axis of the world frame. Now the release angle(𝛷) of the
object in the projectile is given as
𝛷 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 ((𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑦 /(𝑣𝑜𝑟 )𝑥 )
We assumed that the release angle is same as the angle of object on the hand as shown in Figure
9. So, we can write
𝛷 + 𝜂2

= 𝜋/2

Figure 9. Position of the object on hand at the release position.
Therefore, from the above assumption and kinematics of disk on disk, the hand’s release position
is calculated.
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3.1.2 Phase 1
Out of these two phases, phase 1 takes care of controlling the manipulator to reach the
release position with the required velocity calculated in the second phase. This is carried out by
following the trajectory which is designed in this phase. Figure 10 explains the idea of phase 1.

Figure 10: Approach for first phase. (a) CAD model showing the idea of phase 1 (b) Trajectory
of hand in phase 1.
In phase 1, the hand with the object on it moves from initial position to release position to
get the required velocity for object at release position to reach the goal. In order to move the hand
from the initial position to the release position, we designed a trajectory for hand as shown in
Figure 10. So, to control the manipulator to follow the designed trajectory (see Figure 10 b), a
control law was developed. While developing the control law, we consider only the dynamics of
the manipulator arm and hand, thus without the object, for simplicity. But, if the object dynamics
is not considered in control law, then it is very hard to control the object to reach desired release
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position because it tries to fall down from the hand while moving from initial to release position.
The best way to overcome this issue is by moving the manipulator from initial position to release
position with high acceleration in short span of time. So, we designed a simple straight line
trajectory for the hand (see Figure 10 b) with short span of time. Then the manipulator was
controlled in such a way that the hand follows the designed straight-line trajectory with high
acceleration in short span of time to reach release position with required object’s velocity.
So the travel time is chosen to be half of the free flight of object in phase 2. The distance
traveled, assuming the motion starts from rest, is given by
1
𝑠 = ( ) 𝑎𝑡 2
2
To reach the release position in a short period of time, we need relatively high
acceleration 𝑎. So we choose the acceleration as two times of gravitational force. With these
acceleration a and time t chosen, the distance travelled by the hand, the end point of the
manipulator arm is calculated. In practice, the selection of necessary acceleration should be
incorporated with the allowed maximum acceleration of the actual system.
Now, from hand’s release position, the hand’s initial position is calculated as follows:
𝑥ℎ𝑖 = 𝑥ℎ𝑟 + 𝑠 cos(𝛷)
𝑦ℎ𝑖 = 𝑦ℎ𝑟 − 𝑠 sin(𝛷)
Now based on the hand’s initial position and release position, we design a straight-line trajectory
as follows:
We considered a straight-line equation as
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𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏

(9)

and we consider a cubic equation in terms of time 𝑡 for the term x of the above straight line as
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑎1 𝑡 3 + 𝑎2 𝑡 2 + 𝑎3 𝑡 + 𝑎4

(10)

With the initial and final conditions obtained above, 𝑥(0) = 𝑥ℎ𝑖 , 𝑥̇ (0) = 0, 𝑥(𝑡𝑓 ) = 𝑥ℎ𝑟 and
𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑓 ) = −𝑥̇ ℎ𝑟 , the coefficients of the suggested polynomial can be uniquely determined.
Now the y trajectory is designed using equation (9) where the slope m is given by

𝑚=

(𝑦ℎ𝑖 − 𝑦ℎ𝑟 )
(𝑥ℎ𝑖 − 𝑥ℎ𝑟 )

and the intercept b is given by
𝑏 = 𝑦ℎ𝑖 − 𝑚 𝑥ℎ𝑖
Using above conditions, we designed a straight-line trajectory in such a way that the object has
the required velocity and position at end of the trajectory.
Initially the object is in balanced position on disk, but we assumed that it is possible to
move the hand in such a way that the object is at angle 𝜂2 with respect to hand at the initial position
as shown in Figure 9. From this, we can also understand that object’s orientation is assumed to be
the same from initial position to release position while following short trajectory as shown in
Figure 10(b).
Next step is to calculate the corresponding joint angle trajectories of the manipulator based
on the hand’s trajectory using inverse kinematics. Then, using the inverse dynamics method [8]
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based on the equations of motion derived in Chapter 2, we design a feedback control law, which
is explained in the following section.
3.2 Control Law Design
There are many available approaches to design the feedback control of the object’s motion
being considered. Among many control techniques available, the method of feedback linearization,
popularly known as inverse dynamics method, is applied in this study to control and track the
system [8]. We choose this inverse dynamics approach to control the manipulator because it is
simple and easy to understand and to implement it for our system.
The idea of inverse dynamics is briefly shown below:
The dynamic equations of an n-link robot, represented in a matrix form, is given as
̈ 𝐶(𝑞, 𝑞̇ )𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞) = 𝑢
𝑀(𝑞)𝑞 +
The concept of inverse dynamics is to seek a nonlinear feedback control law, so
u=f (q, 𝑞̇ ,t)
Here, the systems control u is chosen according to the equation and is substituted to the
dynamic equation to get the entire linear closed-loop system. This substitution leads to inverse
dynamic control:
𝑢 = 𝑀(𝑞)𝑎𝑞 + 𝐶(𝑞, 𝑞̇ )𝑞̇ + 𝑔(𝑞)
Now as the matrix M is invertible, the above system reduces to double integrator system which is
linear and decoupled, written as
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𝑞̈ = 𝑎𝑞
where 𝑎𝑞 represents a new input.
Now 𝑎𝑞 can be designed to control a linear second-order system. In order to have the
exponential convergence of the error, we design the input as follows:
𝑎𝑞 = 𝑞 𝑑̈ (𝑡) − 𝐾0 𝑞̃ − 𝐾1 𝑞̇̃
𝑞̃ = 𝑞 − 𝑞 𝑑

where

𝐾0 and 𝐾1 are the diagonal control gain matrices.
We have to choose the best 𝐾0 and 𝐾1 values to get the desired trajectory, which are
considered as
𝜔12
𝐾0 = 0
⋮
[0

0
𝜔22
⋮
0

… 0
… 0
⋱
⋮
… 𝜔𝑛2 ]

2𝜔1
0
𝐾1 =[
⋮
0

0
2𝜔2
⋮
0

…
0
…
0
]
⋱
⋮
… 2𝜔𝑛

Finally, we controlled the entire system using above control approach to achieve the
objective. But, while developing the feedback control we did not consider the object dynamics.
This could lead to an error while the object follows the trajectory. This error is because of
difference in the desired and actual release position. Here we assumed that the position of the
object on the hand is same while the hand is moving from initial position to release position. But
in practice it is not possible without controlling the object, so there is a change in object position
on hand while moving which results in different release position. Not only this error in object
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trajectory but also we can expect an error in the trajectory of the hand during phase 1 due to
dynamic coupling between the object and the manipulator.
The expected errors are clearly shown in the simulational results of the next chapter and
also one of the possible solutions to minimize this error is suggested in future work.

4.RESULTS
In order to verify and validate the approach, control law and dynamics of the system,
simulations are carried out in MATLAB and results are plotted along with animation to visualize
the objective.
4.1 Simulation Results
To verify the proposed approach, we used MATLAB for simulations. The simulations
performed here use the dynamics of the whole system, i.e., the object is also included in the
dynamics model, whereas the object is not considered when designing the hand trajectory and
computing the joint control command as we mentioned in the previous chapter. This inevitably
results in error in the hand trajectory following as shown in Figure 11 and the release position and
velocity as shown in Figure 12 due to the dynamic coupling between object and the manipulator.
Figures 11 and 12 show the simulation results. Figure 11 shows the end effector trajectory
where the initial position and release positions are (0.4317, 0.1173) and (0.4176, 0.2264)
respectively. Time of travel for hand trajectory is chosen as 0.1 sec. Figure 12 shows the object
trajectory after the release. As discussed in Chapter 3, the object’s trajectory is a projectile motion
with the target position at peak. Figure 12 shows that there is an error between the desired and
actual trajectories as expected due to the dynamic model without object we used in the design.
With the goal position being (0.28, 0.85), the desired and actual release positions are (0.3940,
0.4090) and (0.3880, 0.4037) respectively and the error distance between the target position and
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actual position is 0.0618 m. Using the proposed approach in Chapter 3, the time of travel is chosen
as 0.3 seconds.
Hand trajectory
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Figure 11: Plot showing the end effector’s actual and desired trajectories.
object trajectory
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Figure 12: Plot showing the object’s real and desired trajectories.
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Figures 13 and 14 are the snapshots of animation which show the object at goal positon
and release positon respectively.
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Figure 13: Animation snapshot showing the object’s release position (at t=1.1 sec after release).
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Figure 14: Animation snapshot showing the object’s goal position.
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Figures 15 and 16 are the plots of manipulator joint trajectories during phase 1.
q1 trajectory
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Figure 15: Plot showing the real and desired trajectories of angular position 𝑞1 .
q2 trajectory
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Figure 16: Plot showing the real and desired trajectories of angular position 𝑞2 .
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Since it is desirable that the proposed approach is little dependent on the location of the
goal position, another set of simulations with different goal position were carried out in MATLAB
to demonstrate the validity of the throwing approach. The results are shown in Figures 17, 18, 19
and 20. In this case, the desired initial position and release position of the hand are (0.4447, 0.080)
and (0.4093, 0.1840) respectively. With the goal position being (0.05, 0.80), the desired and actual
release positions are (0.35, 0.359) and (0.3347, 0.3520) respectively. For the same reason
explained before, error is inevitable and the error distance between the target position and actual
position is 0.136 m.
Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20 are the plots of hand trajectory, object trajectory and snapshots
of object at goal position and release position respectively. Figures 21 and 22 are the plots showing
the joint trajectories of manipulator during phase 1.
Hand trajectory
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Figure 17: Plot showing the end effector’s real and desired trajectories for different goal position.
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object trajectory
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Figure 18: Plot showing the object’s real and desired trajectories for different goal position.
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Figure 19: Animation snapshot showing the object’s release position for different goal position.
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Figure 20: Animation snapshot showing the object’s goal position.
q1 trajectory
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Figure 21: Plot showing the real and desired trajectories of angular position 𝑞1 for different goal
position.
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q2 trajectory
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Figure 22: Plot showing the real and desired trajectories of angular position 𝑞2 for different goal
position.
As the whole study strongly depends on the dynamics of system, a good model has to be
designed to achieve the objective. With reference to the simulational results, the approach we
developed for throwing shows encouraging results for this type of manipulation. In order to obtain
more accurate results, objects must be explicitly considered in the dynamics used for the design of
hand trajectory as well as control law.
It should be mentioned that the proposed approach does not consider the target orientation
at the goal position. However, it may be required for some types of tasks. While we do not
explicitly control the hand, (i.e., 𝜃ℎ = 0) at all times, in this work, considering rotation control of
the hand could provide a way to achieve the object orientation in future work. By controlling the
angular position of the hand, it might also possible to reduce the error between the desired and
actual release position at the moment of throwing.

5. CONCLUSION
Nonprehensile throwing manipulation for a disk-shaped object with a disk-shaped end
effector was analyzed in this thesis. A new throwing strategy for disk-on-disk setup on two link
manipulator is developed based on a given goal position. The approach we followed for developing
a throwing strategy was divided into two phases and each phase was explained in detail. The first
phase involves the control of manipulator arm to move the hand from initial position to release
position in such a way that object attains the required velocity at the release position to reach the
target position. The second phase involves free flight of the object after being thrown at the release
position. The feedback control law implemented the inverse dynamics control approach. Finally,
simulations were carried out in MATLAB to validate the proposed approach and the results were
provided.
5.1 Future Work


The object should be included in the dynamics used for the design of the desired hand
trajectory and control law. One can also think about balancing disk on disk while moving
manipulator from initial position to release position.



Target object orientation can be considered in the design process of throwing motion.



Experimental validation of the throwing approach proposed in this study can be conducted.
The experimental results are supposed to be compared with simulational results.
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One of the best extensions of this study is developing an approach for catching the object
with the same or another manipulator.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP CONSIDERED FOR THIS STUDY
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In this study, we did not conduct any experiments, but we considered all the parameters
of the manipulator system from the experimental setup as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Front view of the experimental setup.
Our two-dimensional planar robotic manipulator has two links: a circular end effector and
disk-shaped object. The specifications of the links and details of material used for manufacturing
the links are explained below.
Links
Aluminum 7075 is used as the material for the links because of its high strength to density
ratio. The links are initially designed in a design software SolidWorks with the link lengths as
0.28m and 0.23 m respectively. Even though the material has light weight, in order to meet the
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capacity of motors being coupled to the links, links were machined with a series of circular holes
on them. The strength of the holed links was analyzed using ANSYS workbench before the actual
mathematical analysis was done. Figures 24 and 25 show the link shape, dimensions and tolerances
assigned for the links.

Figure 24: Link1.

Figure 25: Link 2.
End Effector
Acrylic material is used in fabrication of the end effector Figure 26. As the hand is circular
in shape, in this study the diameter here is taken as 0.254 meters.
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Figure 26: End effector.
Motors
RH Mini-series rotary actuators which have high torque capacity with zero backlash are
considered here to rotate the links. The actuators are inbuilt with an incremental encoder to track
the position and orientation. Figure 27 shows the motors used in the study.

Figure 27: Motor coupled at links.
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The final assembly of links, motors and the two-dimensional table on which the system is
mounted are as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: CAD model resembling the experimental setup.
Figure 28 gives the clear picture of link design. It shows the links fabricated to meet the
driving capacity of motors, end effector, object with a point contact between them and the table
used to mount the setup. Appendix B and C explain the mathematical inputs given to move the
links and the concepts used in throwing the circular object mounted on circular end effector.

APPENDIX B
STRUCTURAL ANALAYSIS OF THE LINKS OF THE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
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As a part of this research, a manipulator is designed for the experimental study using
SolidWorks. Initially, solid links are desgined and printed. After running trials on experiment, it
was found that the motors we considered in this study were not capable of rotating these links with
ease. So analysis is made on links to reduce the weight. For that structural analysis, ANSYS
Workbench was used. However, to reduce weight and to find out the strength in different
conditions, analysis was carried out. Each case results are shown and explained below.
Case 1: Full Metal Condition
Figures 29 and 30 show the total and directional deformations of link at 100 N without
removing material.
Force 100 N:

Figure 29: Total deformation of full metal link at 100 N.

Figure 30: Directional deformation of full metal link at 100 N.
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Force 500 N:
Figures 31 and 32 show total and directional deformations for full metal condition with
increased force of 500 N.

Figure 31: Total deformation of full metal link at 500 N.

Figure 32: Directional deformation of full metal link at 500 N.
Force 1000 N:

Figure 33: Total deformation of full metal link at 1000 N.
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Figure 34: Total deformation of full metal link at 1000 N.
Figures 33 and 34 show total and directional deformations for full metal condition with
increased force of 1000 N. Even in this case, the material was able to withstand the increased given
force, but the motors were not capable of running the links with this weight.
In order to reduce the weight, two ways were considered. One of them is to provide circular
slots on the link which resulted in medium material removal. The other way is to make a single
big slot which resembles the shape of the link in such a way that more material is removed when
compared to medium material removal case.
The Figures 35 and 42 give the details of two cases where we tried to reduce the weight
of links. The aim was to obtain a link with greatest strength even after removal of material from
it. So for this, structural analysis was done as shown in the results below. Now, even in these
analyses the same three forces considered for solid link were assigned for the slotted links. The
best of these cases, depending on their strength, was finally chosen for our study.

Case 2: Medium Metal Condition
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Figure 35: Link with reduced weight by giving circular slots.
Figures 36 and 37 give total and directional deformations respectively for the link with
material removed using circular slots.The links were subjected to a force of 100 N initially and the
deformations were observed. An increased force of 500 N and 1000 N were applied on same link
to find out its actual strength.

Figure 36:Total deformation of link with circular slots at 100 N.
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Figure 37: Directional deformation of link with circular slots at 100 N.

Force 500 N:
Figures 38 and 39 give the results of deformation due to the application of 500 N force.

Figure 38: Total deformation of link with circular slots at 500 N.

Figure 39: Directional deformation of link with circular slots at 500 N.
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Force 1000 N:
Figures 40 and 41 give total and directional deformation for the case of links subjected to
1000 N force.It was observed that there was no big change in deformations with change of force
from 500 N to 1000 N, so the link was able to withstand higher forces even with changes in its
weight. In order to reduce even more weight the next case is studied.

Figure 40:Total deformation of link with circular slots at 1000 N.

Figure 41:Directional deformation of link with circular slots at 1000 N.
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Case 3: Minimum Material Condition
Force 100 N:
In this case, material is completely removed at the center (Figure 22).The removed
material resembles the exact shape of link.

Figure 42: Link with reduced weight by removing material.
Figures 43 and 44 give total and directional deformation of the link subjected to a force of
100N.To find out the strength, we applied higher forces of 500 N and 1000 N.

Figure 43:Total deformation of link with removed material at 100 N.
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Figure 44:Directional deformation of link with removed material at 100 N.
Force 500 N:
Figures 45 and 46 show the deformations of the links with removed material when it is
subjected to 500N. Now the link was subjected to 1000N force for the final decision of selection
of type of link.

Figure 45:Total deformation of link with removed material at 500 N.
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Figure 46: Directional deformation of link with removed material at 500 N.
Force1000 N:
Figures 47 and 48 give the total and directional deformation of the links with removed
material at the center with applied force of 1000 N.

Figure 47: Total deformation of link with removed material at 1000 N.

Figure 48: Directional deformation of link with removed material at 1000 N.
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Table 1. Deformations of Different Links

Table 1 gives the list of the all the results obtained for different cases. Of all these cases,
the link with circular slots was selected. Even though there was not much difference in
deformations of second case compared to third case, the second case has more strength. Also, the
weight reduction of 40% achieved in second case was sufficient for hassle-free running of the
motor.

APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODES
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The equations of motion for the manipulator system in this study are simulated in
MATLAB using the following code:
function dz = real_dyn(t, z, model)
dz = zeros(10, 1); % the last variable is just for the total
energy calculation.
m1
m2
mh
mo
M2
M3

=
=
=
=
=
=

model.m1;
model.m2;
model.mh;
model.mo;
model.M2;
model.M3;

l1
l2
rh
ro
kr

=
=
=
=
=

model.l1;
model.l2;
model.rh;
model.ro;
model.kr;

% Here, it's "l"ength.

lc1 = model.lc1;
lc2 = model.lc2;
In1 = model.In1;
"In"ertia
In2 = model.In2;
In3 = model.In3;
Io = model.Io;

% moment of inertia. Here, it's moment of
% for hand

g = model.g;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
q1 = z(1);
q2 = z(2);
q3 = z(3);
sh = z(4);
q1D = z(5);
q2D = z(6);
q3D = z(7);
shD = z(8);
% Inertia matrix
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%d11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+((mh+M3)+M3)*l1^2+
2*((mh+M3)+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo*l1^2+2*mo*l2*l1*cos
(q2)+mo*l2^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^22*mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In1+In2+In3+Io;
d11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l1^2+2*(mh
+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo*l1^2+2*mo*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2
^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2-2*mo*l2*rh*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*l2*ro*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In1+In2+In3+Io + M2*l1^2;
d12 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo
*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-2*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In2+In3+Io;
d13 = -mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d14 = (-mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d21 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo
*l2*l1*cos(q2)+mo*l2^2+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-2*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+In2+In3+Io;
d22 = m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2^2+mo*l2^22*mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)2*mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+In2+In3
+Io;
d23 = -mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d24 = (-mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d31 = -mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro-
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mo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d32 = -mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d33 = mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+In3+Io;
d34 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d41 = (-mo*rh*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l1*sin((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d42 = (-mo*rh*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*romo*ro*l2*sin((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d43 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr*rh)/rh;
d44 = (mo*rh^2+2*mo*rh*ro+mo*ro^2+Io*kr^2*rh^2)/rh^2;
D = [d11,
d21,
d31,
d41,

d12,
d22,
d32,
d42,

d13,
d23,
d33,
d43,

d14;...
d24;...
d34;...
d44];

% Nonlinear term % There is no change in the matrix C by adding
motor 2
C11 = (-m2*lc2*l1*sin(q2)-(mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin(q2)mo*l2*l1*sin(q2)-mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D+(mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)-mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q3D+(mo*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)/rh-mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)/rh)*shD;
C12 = (l1*q1D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh
*mo*l2*sin(q2)+mo*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D+mo*ro*l1*
cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D*rh+l1*q2D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*
rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*rh*mo*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q2D*rh^2*mo*cos
((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+l1*q2D*rh*mo*ro*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+m
o*q3D*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh*ro*l1*cos((q2*r
h+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh^2*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*q3D*rh*ro*l
2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*shD*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*sh
D*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*shD*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)
+mo*shD*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/rh;
C13 = mo*(rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh
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)+rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*(q1D*rh+q2D
*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C14 = mo*(rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh
)+rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*(q1D*rh+q2D
*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh^2;
C21 =
(l1*q1D*rh*m2*lc2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh*(mh+M3)*l2*sin(q2)+l1*q1D*rh
*mo*l2*sin(q2)+mo*rh^2*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D+mo*ro*l1*
cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)*q1D*rhmo*q3D*rh^2*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*q3D*rh*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*shD*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)mo*shD*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/rh;
C22 = -mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C23 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D*rh+q2D*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh;
C24 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D*rh+q2D*rh+q3D*rh+shD)/rh^2
;
C31 =
(mo*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)
/rh)+mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q1
D+(mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D;
C32 =
(mo*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q1D+(m
o*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+mo*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))*q2D;
C33 = 0;
C34 = 0;
C41 = mo*(q1D*rh*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)
+q1D*ro*l1*cos((q2*rh+q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q1D*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)
+q1D*ro*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q2D*rh*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)+q2D*r
o*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh))/rh;
C42 = mo*l2*cos((q3*rh+sh)/rh)*(rh+ro)*(q1D+q2D)/rh;
C43 = 0;
C44 = 0;
C = [C11,
C21,
C31,
C41,

C12,
C22,
C32,
C42,

% Gravity term

C13,
C23,
C33,
C43,

C14;...
C24;...
C34;...
C44];
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%g1 =
m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(l1*
cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2))+mo*g*(l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2)(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh));
g1 =
m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(l1*
cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2))+mo*g*(l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2)(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh)) + M2*g*l1*cos(q1);
g2 =
m2*g*lc2*cos(q1+q2)+(mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(q1+q2)+mo*g*(l2*cos(q1+q2)(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh));
g3 = -mo*g*(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh);
g4 = -mo*g*(rh+ro)*sin(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh)/rh;
G = [g1; g2; g3; g4];
% Inertia Matrix without object
m11 =
m1*lc1^2+m2*l1^2+2*m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l1^2+2*(mh
+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In1+In2+In3;
m12 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In
2+In3;
m13 = In3;
m21 =
m2*lc2*l1*cos(q2)+m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2*l1*cos(q2)+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In
2+In3;
m22 = m2*lc2^2+(mh+M3)*l2^2+In2+In3;
m23 = In3;
m31 = In3;
m32 = In3;
m33 = In3;
M = [m11, m12, m13;...
m21, m22, m23;...
m31, m32, m33];
% non linear terms with out object
B11 = (-m2*lc2*l1*sin(q2)-(mh+M3)*l2*l1*sin(q2))*q2D;
B12 = -l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2)*(q1D+q2D);
B13 = 0;
B21 = q1D*l1*sin(q2)*(m2*lc2+(mh+M3)*l2);
B22 = 0;
B23 = 0;
B31 = 0;
B32 = 0;
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B33 = 0;
B = [B11, B12, B13;...
B21, B22, B23;...
B31, B32, B33];
%Gravity terms without object
G1 =
m1*g*lc1*cos(q1)+m2*g*(l1*cos(q1)+lc2*cos(q1+q2))+(mh+M3)*g*(l1*
cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2))+M2*l1*g*cos(q1);
G2 = m2*g*lc2*cos(q1+q2)+(mh+M3)*g*l2*cos(q1+q2);
G3 = 0;
GG = [G1; G2; G3];
%%%#############################################################
###########
% desired trajectory (a line)
x = model.a1*t^3 + model.a2*t^2 + model.a3*t + model.a4;
y = model.m*x + model.b;
%q1d and q2d: desired
K = (x^2 + y^2 - l1^2 - l2^2)/(2*l1*l2);
q2d = atan2(sqrt(1-K^2), K);
q1d = atan2(y,x) - atan2(l2*sin(q2d), l1+l2*cos(q2d));
%q1dD and q2dD: desired
s2 = sin(q2d);
c2 = cos(q2d);
xD = 3*model.a1*t^2 + 2*model.a2*t + model.a3;
yD = model.m*xD;
DD = (x.*xD + y.*yD)/(l1*l2); % dD/dt
q2dD = -DD./sin(q2d);
u = y./x;
v = l2*s2./(l1+l2*c2);
uD = (yD.*x - y.*xD)./x^2;
vD = l2*(l1*c2.*q2dD + l2*q2dD)./(l1+l2*c2)^2;
q1dD = uD./(1+u^2) - vD./(1+v^2);
%q1dDD and q2dDD: desired
xDD = 6*model.a1*t + 2*model.a2;
yDD = model.m*xDD;
DDD = (xD^2 + x.*xDD + yD^2 + y.*yDD)/(l1*l2); % d(dD/dt)/dt
q2dDD = -(DDD + cos(q2d).*q2dD^2)./sin(q2d);
uDD = ( (yDD.*x - y.*xDD).*x - 2*(yD.*x - y.*xD).*xD ) ./x^3;
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vDD = l2*( (-l1*s2.*q2dD^2 + l1*c2.*q2dDD +
l2.*q2dDD).*(l1+l2*c2) + 2*(l1*c2.*q2dD+l2*q2dD).*l2.*s2.*q2dD
)./(l1+l2*c2)^3;
q1dDD = (uDD.*(1+u^2) - 2*u.*uD^2)./(1+u^2)^2 - (vDD.*(1+v^2) 2*v.*vD^2)./(1+v^2)^2;
% for q3
q3d = -q1d - q2d;
q3dD = -q1dD - q2dD;
q3dDD = -q1dDD - q2dDD;
%###############################################################
#########
% New inputs
w1 = 50;
ko = w1^2*eye(3);
k1 = 2*w1*eye(3);
q_c = [q1; q2; q3]; % current position for 'c'ontrol law
qD_c = [q1D; q2D; q3D]; % current angular velocity
qd_c = [q1d; q2d; q3d];
qdD_c = [q1dD; q2dD; q3dD];
% Desired angular velocity
qdDD_c = [q1dDD; q2dDD; q3dDD];
aq_c = qdDD_c - ko*(q_c-qd_c) - k1*(qD_c-qdD_c); % The Input to
the double integrator%
u = M*aq_c + B*qD_c + GG; % control law
%u = M*Dqd + B*dqd + GG; % without feedback control. Assuming
starting on the initial position.
% input
tau1 = u(1);
tau2 = u(2);
tau3 = u(3);
tau4 = 0;
tau = [tau1; tau2; tau3; tau4];
% original inverse dynamics
qD = [q1D; q2D; q3D; shD];
qDD = D\(tau - C*qD - G);
q1DD = qDD(1);
q2DD = qDD(2);
q3DD = qDD(3);
shDD = qDD(4);
% Total Energy Calculation
KE = 1/2*(qD'*D*qD);
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P1 = m1*g*lc1*sin(q1);
P2 = m2*g*(l1*sin(q1)+lc2*sin(q1+q2));
P3 = (mh+M3)*g*(l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2));
Po =
mo*g*(l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2)+(rh+ro)*cos(q1+q2+q3+sh/rh));
PM2 = M2*g*l1*sin(q1);
PE = P1 + P2 + P3 + Po + PM2;
TE = KE + PE;
% CALCULATING THE NORMAL FORCE AND FRICTION FORCE
thetah=q1+q2+q3;
% thetahD=q1D+q2D+q3D;
% xh = l1*cos(q1)+l2*cos(q1+q2);
% xhD = -l1*sin(q1).*q1D - l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
% yh = l1*sin(q1)+l2*sin(q1+q2);
% yhD = l1*cos(q1).*q1D + l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D + q2D);
xhDD = -l1*(cos(q1)*q1D^2+sin(q1)*q1DD) l2*(cos(q1+q2)*(q1D+q2D)^2 + sin(q1+q2)*(q1DD+q2DD));
yhDD = l1*(-sin(q1)*q1D^2+cos(q1)*q1DD) + l2*(sin(q1+q2)*(q1D+q2D)^2 + cos(q1+q2)*(q1DD+q2DD));
m43 = (2*mo*rh*ro+mo*(ro)^2+Io*rh*kr+mo*(rh)^2)/(rh);
m44 = (2*mo*rh*ro+mo*(ro)^2+Io*(rh)^2*(kr)^2+mo*(rh)^2)/(rh)^2;
sigma2 = 1/(rh*m44);
sigma3 = (1+m43/(rh*m44));
eta2 = (thetah+(sh/rh));
zeta = q1D+q2D+q3D;
eta1 = m44*shD+m43*zeta; %zeta = thetahD
beta = ro+rh;
eta2D = sigma2*eta1 + sigma3*zeta;
%Normal Force Calculation
N = -mo.*beta.*(eta2D).^2 + mo.*g.*cos(eta2)2.*mo.*(xhDD.*sin(eta2)-yhDD.*cos(eta2));
dz(1)
dz(2)
dz(3)
dz(4)
dz(5)
dz(6)
dz(7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

q1D;
q2D;
q3D;
shD;
q1DD;
q2DD;
q3DD;
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dz(8) = shDD;
dz(9) = TE;
dz(10) = N;

The following code is ODE 45, which is used to solve the system of equations in this study:
%ODE Solver
clc; clear;
modelParameters;
t = 0:0.01:0.1;
%initial conditions
q1 = model.q1;
q2 = model.q2;
q3 = model.q3;
sh = model.sh;
q1D = model.q1D;
q2D = model.q2D;
q3D = model.q3D;
shD = model.shD;
l1 = model.l1;
l2 = model.l2;
rh = model.rh;
ro = model.ro;
mo = model.mo;
Io = model.Io;
kr = model.kr;
g = model.g;
model.kr = (model.rh+model.ro)/(model.rh*model.ro);
init = [q1 q2 q3 sh q1D q2D q3D shD];
%options = odeset('AbsTol', 1e-9, 'RelTol', 1e-9);
%[T X] = ode45(@(t, q)real_dyn(t,q,model),t,[init 0], options);
[T X] = ode45(@(t, q)real_dyn(t,q,model),t,[init 0 0]);
q1 = X(:,1);
q2 = X(:,2);
q3 = X(:,3);
sh = X(:,4);
q1D = X(:,5);
q2D = X(:,6);
q3D = X(:,7);
shD = X(:,8);
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TE = X(:,9);
N = X(:,10);
%
% % Total Energy
% % TE = 0;
% for i = 1:1:length(q1)
%
q = [q1(i); q2(i); q3(i); sh(i); q1D(i); q2D(i); q3D(i);
shD(i); 0; 0];
%
sysReturn = real_dyn(T(i), q, model);
%
TE(i) = sysReturn(9); % In the dynamics file [real_dyn.m]
the seventh return value is the calculated TE.
% end
% figure(1);
% plot(T, TE);
% title('Total Energy');
% grid on;
% %axis([0 10 0 5]);
%
% % Normal Force
% for i = 1:1:length(q1)
%
q = [q1(i); q2(i); q3(i); sh(i); q1D(i); q2D(i); q3D(i);
shD(i); 0; 0];
%
sysReturn = real_dyn(T(i), q, model);
%
N(i) = sysReturn(10); % In the dynamics file [real_dyn.m]
the seventh return value is the calculated TE.
% end
figure(5);
plot(t,q1);
title('q1 trajectory');
grid on;
hold off;
figure(6);
plot(t,q2);
title('q2 trajectory');
grid on;
hold off;

thetah = q1+q2+q3;
thetahD = q1D+q2D+q3D;
thetao = thetah + kr*sh;
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thetaoD = thetahD + kr*shD;
xh = model.l1*cos(q1) + model.l2*cos(q1+q2);
yh = model.l1*sin(q1) + model.l2*sin(q1+q2);
xhD = -model.l1*sin(q1).*q1D - model.l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
yhD = model.l1*cos(q1).*q1D + model.l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
xo = xh -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)));
yo = yh +((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)));
xoD = xhD -((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD + (shD/rh)));
yoD = yhD -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD + (shD/rh)));
%
%
%
%
%
%

Vory = 2.94;
Vorx = -0.38;
theta = -atan(Vory/Vorx);
xo = xh -(rh+ro).*cos(theta);
yo= yh + (rh+ro).*sin(theta);

figure(4);
plot(xh,yh);
grid on;
hold off;
axis([0.35 0.5 0.1 0.23]);
figure(7);
plot(xo,yo);
grid on;
The following code gives the free flight motion of object after thrown at release position:
modelParameters;
t = 0:0.01:0.3;
g = model.g;
%
%
%
%

q1
q2
q3
sh

=
=
=
=

2.77781299282883;
0.790857715255550;
-q1-q2;
0.0191104859203377;

xh = model.l1*cos(q1) + model.l2*cos(q1+q2);
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yh = model.l1*sin(q1) + model.l2*sin(q1+q2);
xhD = -model.l1*sin(q1).*q1D - model.l2*sin(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
yhD = model.l1*cos(q1).*q1D + model.l2*cos(q1+q2).*(q1D+q2D);
xo = xh -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)));
yo = yh +((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)));
xoD = xhD -((rh+ro).*cos(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD + (shD/rh)));
yoD = yhD -((rh+ro).*sin(thetah+(sh/rh)).*(thetahD + (shD/rh)));
%%% Object real trajectory %%%
xor = xo(end); %0.388263306229702;
yor = yo(end); %0.402383717940460;
thetaor = thetao(end);
YoD = yoD(end); %2.77781299282883; %2.36508942540543;
XoD = xoD(end); %-0.493945791358868;
thetaoD = thetaoD(end);
xof = xor+XoD*t;
yof = yor+YoD*t-(g*t.^2/2);
thetaof = thetaor + thetaoD*t;
xhi = 0.4317;
yhi = 0.1173;
% Object Desired Trajectory%
Xor = 0.394; % 0.49;
vorx = -0.38; %0.7;
Yor = 0.409;
vory = 2.94;
x = Xor+vorx*t;
y = Yor +vory*t-1/2*g*t.^2;
figure(3)
plot(x,y,'--');
axis([0.2 0.6 0.3 inf]);
hold on;
plot(xof,yof);
title('object trajectory');
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grid on;
hold off;

The following code is for animation of the results to clearly visualize the approach.
l1 = model.l1;
l2 = model.l2;
kr = model.kr;
rh = model.rh;
ro = model.ro;
g = model.g;

%w=0.07;
figure(2);
% grid on;
clc;
movieRecOn = 1;
%if (movieRecOn == 1)
% writerObj = VideoWriter('newfile.avi');
%writerObj.FrameRate = 15;
%use this at final time when you store final animation.
%check the total number of frame in Matlab workspace
%then divide it by the simulation time
%frames per sec. default 15, movie showing speed up
%end
writerObj = VideoWriter('FrameTest2.avi');
writerObj.FrameRate=12;
open(writerObj);
c = -pi:.04:pi;
%cx = param.rh*cos(c);
%cy = param.rh*sin(c);
% hold off; plot(0,0,'color', [1 1 1]); % to just remove
previous animation
%maxV = 0.5;
%axis([-maxV maxV -maxV maxV]);
%rh = param.rh;
%ro = param.ro;
%maxP = max([param.xf+2.5*rh param.yf+2.5*rh]);
%maxP = max([0.5+d2+2.5*rh 0.5+h+rh+2*ro]);
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%axis([0 d2+2.5*rh -h h+rh+2.5*ro]);
maxP = max([.5+2.5*rh .5+rh+2*ro]);
axis([-0.5 0.8 -0.1 1]);
axis square;
xTemp = [0 0];
yTemp = [0 0];
link1= line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
link2= line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
hand = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
object = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 0],'LineWidth',2);
handVline = line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [.4 .4
.8],'LineWidth',2, 'LineStyle', '--'); % vertical line
trajLine =line(xTemp, yTemp, 'color', [0 0 1],'LineWidth',2); %
center trajectory
%hold on
%generate links
for i = 1:length(q1)
joint1 = [l1*cos(q1) ; l1*sin(q1)];
set(link1, 'XData', [0 l1*cos(q1(i))], 'YData', [0
l1*sin(q1(i))]);
joint2 = [l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i)) ;
l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2)];
set(link2, 'XData', [l1*cos(q1(i))
l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i))], 'YData', [l1*sin(q1(i))
l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2(i))]);
% hand
% circle starting from thetah+pi/2
c = thetah(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetah(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = rh*cos(c);
cy = rh*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = l1*cos(q1(i))+l2*cos(q1(i)+q2(i)) + cx;
Y = l1*sin(q1(i))+l2*sin(q1(i)+q2(i)) + cy;
set(hand,'XData', [X xh(i)], 'YData', [Y yh(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center
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%%%%% object
c = thetao(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetao(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = ro*cos(c);
cy = ro*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = xo(i) + cx;
Y = yo(i) + cy;
set(object,'XData', [X xo(i)], 'YData', [Y yo(i)]); % draw a
line to the circle center
%end
%%%%% vertical line
%set(handVline, 'XData', [xh(i) xh(i)], 'YData', [yh(i)
yh(i)+2.5*rh]);
%%%%% center trajectories
%set(trajLine, 'XData', [xh(i) xh(i)], 'YData', [yh(i)
yh(i)]);
drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
end

%
end
hold on;

plot(x,y,'--','LineWidth',1.5);
hold off;
%for Object after release
for i = 1:length(xof)
%%%%% object
c = thetaof(i)+pi/2:pi/300:(thetaof(i)+pi/2)+2*pi;
cx = ro*cos(c);
cy = ro*sin(c);
% move the circle for xh, yh to be the center
X = xof(i) + cx;
Y = yof(i) + cy;
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set(object,'XData', [X xof(i)], 'YData', [Y yof(i)]); % draw
a line to the circle center
hold on;
%
%%%%% center trajectories
%
set(trajLine, 'XData', [Xor xof(i)], 'YData', [Yor
yof(i)]);
plot(xof,yof,'LineWidth',1.5);
hold off;
drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
end
drawnow;
writeVideo(writerObj,getframe(gcf));
close(writerObj);

The following code gives the parameters we used to run all the above codes:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Model parameters
model.timeSpan = 0.3;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
model.m1 = 0.335;
model.m2 = 0.285;
model.mh = 0.2766;
model.mo = 0.00019;%0.019;
model.M2 = 0.51;
model.M3 = 0.51;
% link length. Here, it's "l"ength.
model.l1 = 0.28;
model.l2 = 0.23;
model.rh = 0.127;
model.ro = 1.5*0.0381;
model.kr = (model.rh+model.ro)/(model.rh*model.ro);
% length to the center of mass
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model.lc1 = 0.166;
model.lc2 = 0.139;
% moment of inertia. Here, it's moment of "In"ertia
model.In1 = 0.00773;
model.In2 = 0.00983;
model.In3 = 0.0007169; % for hand
model.Io = 0.000000073159;
model.g = 9.8; % gravitational acceleration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initial Conditions
model.q1
model.q2
model.q3
model.sh
model.q1D
model.q2D
model.q3D
model.shD
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

=
=
=
=

-0.1843; % Inverse kinematics
1.0071;
-model.q1 - model.q2;
0.01643;
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
-model.q1D - model.q2D;
0;

trajectory terms
model.xo = 0;
model.yo = 0;
model.a = 10; % Max constant acceleration
model.c = 1.5; % slope of trajectory
model.b = 0; %yo=c*xo+b;
model.A = 2.77; % gamma=1/2*beta,
beta=a/sqrt(1+c^2);

model.xhi = 0.4317;
model.xhr = 0.4176;
model.xhiD = 0;
model.xhrD = -0.3800;
model.yhi = 0.1173;
model.yhr = 0.2264;
model.xor = 0.394;
model.tf = 0.1;
%%%% x = a1*t.^3 + a2*t.^2 + a3*t + a4;
model.a4 = model.xhi;
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model.a3 = model.xhiD;
model.a2 = (3*model.xhr - 3*model.xhi model.tf*model.xhrD)/model.tf^2;
model.a1 = (model.xhrD - 2*model.a2*model.tf)/(3*model.tf^2);
model.m = (model.yhi - model.yhr)/(model.xhi - model.xhr);
model.b = model.yhi - model.m*model.xhi;

